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About This Game

The castle within the town of Cloudfall has been taken over by an evil demon. Prince Helios has offered a huge bounty to
anyone who's able to clear his family's castle and restore order into town. It is your task, as an adventurer to help defeat this evil,

bring peace and gain whatever it is that's driving your own personal motivations.

Characters

Samano
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Samano is a Ronin who hears about the demon and wants to do this job of slaying the demon to bring honor and wealth to her
fame.
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Wilhelmina

Wilhelmina is a country girl who loves to fight, the stronger the opponent the better. She thinks of herself as the greatest demon
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hunter ever and wants to kill the demon to prove that right.

Slavia
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Slavia is a Sorceress who wants to capture the demon. She's not interested in money or fame, she just wants a plaything that she can
torture for fun and no one will judge her, if it's an evil demon that she can use for her sadistic fun.

Hacathra
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Hacathra is a cleric, as a spiritual and a follower of a light, she's by her very nature drawn towards the vanguish of the demon.
She's not really interested in money or fame and feels that this is simply said, her duty to smite the evil.
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Aurae

Aurae is a hunter and a mercenary. She does help people for small moneys and volunteers to aid in destroying the demon, in
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exchange for some money.

Miwafin
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Miwafin is a genie, who has received a wish about the demon's demise. While Miwafin is not the most powerful genie in the world,
she is determined to fulfill the wish and end the demon's rampage, no matter what the cost.

Michi
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Michi is a fun loving catgirl, who spends most of her time doing cat things, like scratching things and being lazy. However, she
volunteers destroying the demon in exchange for all the milk that she can drink. (She can drink a lot of milk.)
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Bentley

Bentley is a pirate, who hears about the demon. This is no good for anyone and business would suffer, so she offers to get rid of
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the demon in exchange for gold and jewelry.

Features

8 playable characters to choose a 4 person party from

Playable classes; Samurai (Refined Strangers of the Power 1 Warrior), Sorcerer (Refined Strangers of the Power 1
Mage), Priest (NEW!), Warrior (NEW!), Martial Artist (NEW!), Genie (NEW!), Hunter (NEW!), Pirate (Refined
Strangers of the Power 1 Rogue)

Leveled enemies for tougher, yet more rewarding gameplay

Create new potions and upgrade existing ones with the brand new Alchemy system!
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Title: Strangers of the Power 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Tuomo Laine
Publisher:
Tuomo's games
Franchise:
Strangers of the Power
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x720 or better display

English
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Such an amazing game 10\/10 so entertaining fun to play solo and\/or with friends! would buy again!. game
impossible to pass third stage. if u hate the anime ending, u should play this game. Tamashii is an unnerving experience that still
manages to be intelligent and fun to play. It's a horror-platformer, its movement styled in the fashion of games like Tower of
Heaven, I Want to be the Guy, and Super Meat Boy. The visual design comes from obscure 80's Japanese cartridge titles,
heavily pixelated but showing some of its supreme abilities as compared to what was possible in the past. The world of Tamashii
is bleak and creepy, filled to the brink with religious imagery, surprising scares, and mysterious dialogues. It draws you in with
its realism, and sets the atmosphere for a 2 A.M. session like you're on an old CRTV, experiencing horrible chromatic
aberration and numerous glitches. It kind of makes me feel as though I picked up the game from a flea market on a dusty
cartridge with only Japanese text scrawled on a piece of tape.

The gameplay is simple, but satisfying. You can jump, double-jump, and run to the left or right. You have the option of creating
up to three "clones," which decay and eventually disappear over time. The clones can be eliminated quicker by holding down a
button and watching their "health" deplete in the bottom corner. Clones are used to activate switches, get through difficult areas,
activate numerous things at a time, and attack bosses with health-bars. The game is essentially made up of five stages and a stage-
select over world, gradually picking up in difficulty. The stages have easy and hard options available with secrets to find for
talented puzzle-solvers, and they place a strong demand on your intellectual and controller-based skills. It has clever mysteries,
numerous secrets, and challenging boss fights.

The visuals are the greatest draw, with many creepy things to see and monsters to encounter. It has a metallic, but rock-like feel
similar to games on NES like Super Street Fighter, while also having the organic aspects of a game like Contra or Metroid. The
game is designed to glitch and fall apart, with a convincing setting that would harken back to other popular experiences like
Doki Doki Literature Club or Undertale. In a way, it's more believable given the grating presentation that truly makes it look
like there's something horribly wrong with the game itself. Be warned, it appears as though it would be extremely dangerous to
those prone to having seizures, and it can really wear on the eyes. A large part of some puzzles is the inability to even see the
screen clearly.

It has decent sound design, with a good atmospheric BGM. Bosses have enjoyable music that sets the tone to tension, and the
scary portions of the game can really frighten with their terrifying sound-effects. Beyond that, it sounds like any sprite-based
platformer would, as though it really came out in the 80's. The story isn't much to enjoy. Though it's a horror game, the text can
often be incomprehensible and the characters are rather arbitrary. It's a little too philosophical or obtuse for me to find any
enjoyment, and simply serves as a vehicle for some of the encounters.

It's cheap and it's amusing. Best of all, Tamashii has many secret achievements, and a strong replayability due to a point-scoring
system when you return to past levels. It may not be extremely memorable, but it will sit with you well as an engrossing and
positive experience.
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. Hot bikini nami. Very sexy 10\/10. Lancer is a boy 10\/10 would tap again.. Definitely one of the spookier ND games but still
worth a play through. It was also one of the harder ones in my book as some of the puzzles took a lot of patience to solve versus
reading things in the environment and being clever.
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This dlc is so fun, even though you don't get to place any turrets or anything, you just get to ram into the enemy wave and
basically become Olaf from League of Legends. its amazing.. When I first read about it, the concept sounded really interesting -
new layers to city building that were different than Sim City, which I will lose myself in for hours. But when it actually came to
playing it, the system was broken and the game itself was so glitchy and sticky that I just gave up on it. Juggling faction territory
was a pain, balancing upgrades with population mood was a pain, and basically trying to do anything was a huge pain. There is
such thing as challenging and fun, but this was just challenging. I wouldn't recommend it. Try Banished instead.. Fun Game to
Spend Time With Friends :P. The concept is good, but it lacks depth and the UI and graphics seem to be pretty low effort. But
still, some more details and depth to the functionality of it might just make it a good game.. This game is awesome! The only
thing that would make it better is local multiplayer competitions!. i wont say flawless but almost
very nice. Thinking that your game is still worth $60 years after the release is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.

-Sincerely, All Gamers.. Short and quite simple game.

Not much to it really but enjoyable for an hour or so.

Good.
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